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Council wins 
in battle with 
contractor
By Sam Dorne

In Thomas Barnes & Sons plc v Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough Council [2022] EWHC 2598 
(TCC) the English High Court dismissed a claim for 
wrongful termination from a contractor despite 
agreeing that they were entitled to an extension 
of time.

The facts
The English High Court has found in favour of 
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council, in a 
dispute with contractor Thomas Barnes & Sons plc 
(Thomas Barnes) (in administration) with whom the 
Council contracted to build the town’s new bus 
station. 

The project incurred a series of delays for 
which Thomas Barnes claimed extensions of 
time. Exasperated by the delays, the Council 
terminated the contract with Thomas Barnes and 
appointed a new contractor. Thomas Barnes 
fell into administration shortly thereafter. They 
blamed this on the Council’s failure to make 
interim payments and wrongful termination of the 
contract.

The administrators for Thomas Barnes brought 
proceedings against the Council seeking 
various remedies contesting the termination of 
the contract. They sought to establish a right 
to extension of time and claimed damages for 
wrongful termination of approximately £1.7 million.

The Council disputed the entire claim and said in 
fact it was Thomas Barnes who owed the Council 
over £1.8 million. This was based on contractual 
provisions, as the Council claimed it was within 
its rights to validly terminate the contract and to 
charge Thomas Barnes for what it had to pay the 
other contractor to complete the work.

However, the Council did not pursue this, since 
it would be a fruitless exercise given that Barnes 
is in administration with - according to the 
administrators’ progress reports - no prospect of 
recovery for unsecured creditors.1

1  At [8].

The key dispute related to the allegation 
that works following the erection of structural 
steelwork were delayed because of deflection 
and associated issues requiring remedial works, 
which caused a delay to the critical path. Thomas 
Barnes argued that the Council was responsible 
for the steelwork design. 

However, another separate delay occurred 
around the same time with Thomas Barnes’ roof 
covering work. The question was whether this 
contractor delay offset the Council’s steelwork 
design issues such that no extension of time 
was due. This was an example of ‘concurrent 
delay’. This is where more than one event occurs 
simultaneously and there is a mix of responsibility 
between contractor and employer.

The Court’s ruling on concurrent 
delay
The Court acknowledged that historically there 
had been much debate about concurrent delay 
but that the law was now settled and accurately 
summarised in Keating on Construction Contracts 
11th edition. 

The test to be applied is the ‘effective cause’ test, 
which stipulates that a contractor will be entitled 
to an extension of time if the event relied upon 
was an effective cause of the delay, even if there 
was a concurrent cause of the same delay. 

As such, if the employer delay event would 
have delayed completion in the absence of the 
concurrent contractor delay event, an extension 
of time is usually due.

The Court held that the common objective of any 
method of delay analysis is to assess the impact 
of delay to practical completion caused by 
particular items on the critical path to completion. 
This depends on the facts.

The Court decided that the steel deflection and 
roof coverings issues were concurrent over the 
period of delay caused by the roof coverings. 
Both of the works items were on the critical path. 
Both were causing delay over the same period 
and, as such, Thomas Barnes was entitled to an 
extension of time. Thomas Barnes was therefore 
entitled to delay-related costs. 

However, this was not the end of the matter.

Contracts for Infrastructure Projects: An 
International Guide is co-authored by Philip Loots 
and Dr Donald Charrett, both boasting immense 
experience in the field of construction law. 

With over 40 years of experience as a construction 
lawyer, having worked in Australia, Asia, Africa 
and elsewhere internationally, Philip Loots is a 
recognised authority on construction law matters. 
Having authored and co-authored a number of 
books and articles on construction law, he is also 
a past editor of Construction Law International, 
the magazine of the International Construction 
Projects Committee of the International Bar 
Association.  

Dr Donald Charrett is a barrister, arbitrator, 
mediator, expert and dispute board member 
practicing in technology, engineering and 
construction disputes. He was named Best 
Construction Law Practitioner, Australia 2016 by 
Business Worldwide Magazine. Prior to becoming 
a lawyer, he worked as an engineer for over 
thirty years, twelve of which were as Director of a 
consulting engineering firm. His legal publications 
include articles on a wide range of topics, 
including construction law matters. 

Contracts for Infrastructure Projects: An 
International Guide is intended for lawyers and 
construction professionals such as engineers 
involved in the negotiation and administration of 
construction contracts. It provides a guide to the 
law relating to construction contracts, drawing 
on the solid industry experiences and insights of its 
authors.  

While the focus of the book is on construction 
contracts entered into by commercial 
organisations operating in a business environment, 
the principles of construction law outlined in this 
book have wide application. 

Comprising 29 chapters, over 700 pages of well-
researched text, and hundreds of legal decisions 
from the world over, the publication contains 
an impressive collection of legal principles and 
practical considerations governing relationships 
between parties from different jurisdictions in the 

modern-day world of international infrastructure 
projects. Reading this book provides one with a 
more profound understanding of the similarities 
and differences between common law and civil 
law approaches. 

The book carefully looks at the issues and 
challenges confronted by parties involved in 
infrastructure projects, providing well thought 
out analysis of the complexities of the law and 
practice as they relate to construction projects 
around the globe. It achieves this in a manner 
easily understood by a wide variety of readers, a 
testament to the authors’ extensive knowledge 
and understanding of the law and practice 
relating to all aspects of construction contracts.

Contracts for Infrastructure Projects: An 
International Guide is an invaluable resource that 
would make an excellent addition to the library for 
those with an interest in construction contracts. 
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